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I am death incarnate quote

This sentence was uttered by J. Robert Oppenheimer in a TV broadcast as he referred to the testimony of the first atomic bomb test in 1945 (1965). J. Robert Oppenheimer was an American physicist most people probably know as the Father of the Atomic Bomb. God. We're not sure he'd want to take responsibility for raising a child like that. Oppenheimer in 1942. Wow. No wonder death was on his mind.
Oppenheimer recalled that when he first saw the atomic bomb tested in the New Mexico desert on July 16, 1945, his mood was bleak. Of course, he achieved a great new discovery through years of hard work (yay, science!), but he couldn't help but think about the fact that all his knowledge and ingenuity would be used to kill people. Years later, Oppenheimer reflected on this moment and shared his
thoughts with the world. It's also worth noting that Oppenheimer wasn't super excited about the way his creation was used in the war, so it's no surprise that he would look back and remember this moment as one of power and achievement, mixed with a lot of sadness. Yes, the atomic bomb is bittersweet to say the least. Where you heard it If you hear this quote, it's probably in a pretty gloomy context. Let's
hope it's not something you come across every day. Additional notable references: This first part of this saying appears on mother animal's helmet in a Full Metal Jacket. In a teaser trailer for Godzilla from 2014, Oppenheimer's words are used over the action to freak you out. A police officer on The Hunt for Red October reads this quote when he starts going a little unhinged. Pretentious factorA if you
dropped this quote at dinner, would you get unanimous aw or would everyone roll their eyes and never invite you back? Here it is, on a scale of 1-10.You may not appear pretentious until eleven with this quote, but people will certainly start slowly pulling away from you if you say it with a straight face. Michael, I was going to kick you in the ass for something... But I don't remember... We wanted to send a
message, that the Council speaks as one for the right reasons, not from any personal agenda. Sheridan's not alone, and you're not alone. The league is with you. We're all standing by you.- G'KarSheridan and Franklin are on Babylon 5 laughing over glasses of coffee... Wait, what? Franklin asks how Sheridan escaped Clark's forces, so it looks like this is going to be a memory story. Except, no, what's this
interrogator doing here, and why does Sheridan suddenly look like hell? Well, Sheridan's still in Earth's care. Right now they're trying to extract information about the Resistance from it, but they decide to go back to trying to convince it that it's under alien influence, through a combination of VR and Garibaldi is trying to get in touch with the resistance. His contact meets with him and says he told them
everything that happened to Garibaldi and... They didn't believe it. Suddenly, armed men gathered, quickly overpowering Garibaldi and dragging him away. They brought him in before number one, standing with Franklin and Lyt. She offers them a chance to personally resuse him, but Franklin wants to hear from Garibaldi first. Garibaldi begs them to believe him, saying he knows where Sheridan's being
held, but he fools me once... Eventually, he asked Lyta to scan him to confirm the truth. He's reluctant because it might be harmful, but he'll take a chance on the PPG screw any day. Number one won't give him a chance, and Franklin and Lyta have to force her and her men back. Better this is good, Michael.Lyta comes in and starts scanning him, finding, to her surprise, P12 blocks in his mind. And behind
them... She comes out of his mind telling everyone it's true, everything he says. Number one scoffs, asking how we should take his or Lytie's words for it. Lyta decided to show it herself, silencing her. Number one orders Garibaldi released. The liberation fleet continues to advance as Ivanova orders a few ships, Damocles and Orion, to surrender. They open fire and the White Stars easily disable them.
Ivanova orders the crew to pick up and go to trial. Marcus thinks this is only slowing them down, but Ivanova wants to get as many of Clark's men as possible before they go to ground. And they usually get a few defectors from each engagement, which will be very necessary when they get to Earth. Ivanova asks if Delenn's coming, and Marcus says she will as soon as she can. On Mars, Garibaldi goes
through what he knows. He's got a good idea where Sheridan is, but there's no way to get to him. Luckily, the Resistance knows the area, and number one thinks I can get inside. Unfortunately, she can't spare the team, so they go in with the bare minimum. That's what he's going to have to do. Delenn will leave Babylon 5 when Lennier catches her. Londo has called a meeting of the League of Non-Aligned
Worlds... without informing her. He is currently giving a speech on the unbearable situation and calling on the League to vote. Delenn's coming, stating that I can't vote without a representative from Earth or Minbar. Well, since she's there, Londo's calling for a vote, which is unanimous. Big. What was the vote on? It was about Earth. They know what's going on and feel obligated to help Sheridan, since he
has repeatedly risked everything to help them. G'Kar explains that since the Shadow War, they've been working together like never before. Vir adds that if Clark wins, Earth will turn on itself, or against all of them. Londo: Politically it's very wise. G'Kar: Morally it's even wiser. Vir: Politics and morality on the same side? It doesn't happen every day, Delenn. Delenn: If anyone Start making sense here, I'm
going to get the most angry. G'Kar explains that they agreed to send ships in support of the Liberation Fleet. So why keep them in the dark? It wouldn't look like Delenn was trying to use this for personal reasons. G'Kar declares they're doing it for the right reasons, not for a personal plan. As the league stands, Delenn looks on, overpowers, as the words leave her out. A member of the resistance leads
Garibaldi, Franklin and Lyta through a series of underground tunnels under some of the most memorable areas on Mars. Which means if they get caught, the guards will shoot first and ask questions later. It's going slow, and they're starting to wonder if Sheridan can hold out long enough. But all I can do is press... and arguing about drinking water. And who's the best liar. Lyta takes it personally. Eventually
they come to a grid that gives them access to the area they need, but their guide goes back there. Looks like they're going to have to do it themselves. Back with the fleet, Agamemnon sends one of the prisoners they picked up to talk to Ivanova. He's been to Damocles, and he's got some information on Clark's life, especially the new kind of advanced destroyer waiting in an ambush near where they're
supposed to meet the rest of their fleet before they head for Mars. They're an elite force clark put together, with a crew of loyalists to fight to the end. Ivanova took Marcus out and they talked about options. They might try to avoid the area, but the rest of their ships would still be caught and not have enough time to call them out. Marcus thinks Clark will probably try to take out earthforce rebel ships to make
it look like an alien invasion. Ivanova decides to take the White Star fleet to scout the area, determine the nature of the threat and deal with it accordingly. Garibaldi's team comes across a patrol and makes a move. They managed to get the guards out of the way, but Garibaldi took a knife in the back. They pause long enough for Franklin to sew it up while Lyta hides the bodies, then folds into earthforce
uniforms. Ivanova invites Captain James to Agamemnon to update him on the situation. He's not happy, but Sheridan left the White Stars under her command, so there's nothing he can do. She told him to be ready to clean up what was left and lead the White Stars into battle. It'll be five hours before you get a limb, and Marcus thinks you should rest. She got up for almost 20 hours. Ivanova is reluctant, but
when faced with the choice to rest or listen to Marcus bother her about it (he's not bluffing), she agrees for two and a half hours if he does the same, and Marcus agrees. They shake and she's out in the crew's cabins. Dressed in uniform, Garibaldi and Franklin enter custody. They manage to bluff past the front desk, but cell guards aren't that easy, and they end up having to resort to force. out of the way.
Lyta gets access codes from her thoughts and they enter the cell. Sheridan's barely coherent, and he doesn't even remember what he was mad at Garibaldi about. They started to pull him out, but Garibaldi's stitches appeared in the dust. Ivanova enjoys a pleasant dream when Marcus comes to wake her from a four-hour nap. She's irritated that he let her sleep over, but he claims she needed it. And they're
still forty-five minutes away. John mutters that he will trust him for the last time for anything. Then it reminds him of what he told her in Minbari the last time they were there: You're the most beautiful woman I've ever seen. She says she's learned enough Minbari to know what that means and actually thanks him. Garibaldi said they're taking down Sheridan to bring down the full confession, but the guards
won't let him go from everywhere, especially not after spotting a blood stain on Garibaldi's back. They quickly grabbed the PPGs and blew up the guards. Sheridan picks up a gun and unloads her emotions into one of the unfortunate juices last week, then undresses as the alarms start to go off. At the rendezvous point, the White Stars monitor the signals, but by not detecting anything, they jump into normal
space. Not long after another fleet jumps in... with some very unusual and too familiar characteristics. Ivanova: Is this what I think it is? Confirmed, scanner indicates destroyers are using the hull's semi-ecological design. Ivanova: Shadow Technology. She's amazed the Earth was able to adapt the technology so quickly, but there's no time for a smug one. The commander of the opposing fleet opens the line
and demands their surrender. Ivanova responds and declares that she will not step down. The commander then demands to know what he's saying. With that, he opens fire. White stars enter formation, while destroyers launch fighters. The battle is intense, the White Stars manage to destroy several destroyers, but several are lost to enemies with new, more powerful weapons. Even the Starfurys are able to
tear a few apart. Eventually, Ivanova's forces manage to destroy the last of the advanced destroyers, but her ship is hit by a runaway piece of debris. Marcus composed himself and searches for Ivanova, who is almost buried under the debris. He managed to get her out and carry her off the scattered bridge. Sheridan was brought to the Minbari warcruiser, where he finds Delenn. They flock to each other
and share a brief but passionate kiss. Delenn wants to look at him, but he wants to see Ivanova. Marcus sadly watches her lying on a nice, flat bed. Marcus took care of it. She regains consciousness and she and John talk a little. She told him they had advanced ships, and the road is now clear. No more surprises. He and Delenn are going to leave, but Susan has something she wants to know... It's not
going to work, and John confirms it. Ivanova speaks don't carry any blame for her. Delenn says they estimate a week at most. Susan has the last zahtjev.na Agamemnon, Sheridan enters the bridge and makes an announcement. With Captain James' permission, I take command of Agamemnon. A friend asked me to command the last battle from here. He sat down and ordered a course for Mars. He's not
too proud of Beg: If Garibaldi had been of his mind he probably would have been a little more defiant. As it is, he spends most of the time when he first brought himself before the resistance by pleading with them for just one chance to prove Bester was tampering with his mind which made him things like betraying Sheridan. Alliance: Has gone from officially supporting Sheridan factions to militarily
supporting sheridan factions. Artistic license – Gun safety: Justifiable example, Lyta grabs PPG rifle from one of the resistance members... just to make it pretty obvious that he has no idea how to use it properly. Which would make her even more dangerous. Badass Boasts: When challenged by an advanced omega squadron, Ivanova betrays an epic one, even claiming to be on God's mission to destroy
his enemy. Beware the Beautiful: Lyta. Black eyes of evil: When Lyta uses her powers to break the Blocks of Psi Copa, and when she projects memories she has drawn into mind number one, she gets the same eyes she had when she was in contact with the Shadows. Blasphemous boast: From John to the advanced Omega Squadron: God sent me. This is John's second speech during the series that
took this form (the first is a return to A Voice in the Wilderness when chewing on a shuttle crew), but this time she played deadly seriously (she doesn't apologize immediately afterwards). Brainwashing remains: Lyta finds P12 blocks in Garibaldi's mind. Behind them he finds all the memories of Bester's interference. Marcus carries Ivanova after she was fatally wounded. Chechov's gun: Garibaldi was
stabbed in the back during an argument, and Franklin stitched him up. He can't guarantee the stitches will hold if Garibaldi insists on moving instead of staying put. True, the wound opens a few scenes later and blood tips the guards off. Combat Medic: Doctor Franklin gets into several fights in this episode, including filming one of the guards. Nod continuity: Easily forgiven: Played for laughs: Sheridan is
dimly aware that he wants to kick Garibaldi's buttocks for something, but he's too out of it to remember exactly what Garibaldi did, so they just move on with the problem at hand. Enlightened interest: Londo and G'Kar talk about the League of Non-Aligned Worlds to join Centauri and Narn in military supporting Sheridan's invasion of earth alliance to overthrow Clark. The moral argument is obvious, but
Londo notes that there is also a strong foreign policy justification: if Sheridan's rebels lose, Clark's anti-alien regime means alien governments lose people as trading partners. potentially even get one of the main superpowers in the region as the enemy. Vir: Politics and morality on the same side? It doesn't happen every day, Delenn. Et Tu, Brute?: The Resistance is ready to execute Garibaldi for betraying
Sheridan, but Franklin wants to ask him why first, which gives Garibaldi darkness enough space to convince Lyta to scan him. Facial dialogue: One of the guards at the door notices Garibaldi's stab wound bleeding through his uniform and quietly gestures towards the guard behind the window to get his attention without tipping off the heroes. The guards must be mad: Of course Garibaldi is the hero of the
moment, but in what book would that give him the right to have access to a high-level prisoner, even if he handed him over? The guards outside the actual cell are a little better, they won't be fooled, so they have to be outnumbered. Gloves coming off: So far, Sheridan's forces have refrained from trying to avoid killing opposing crews unnecessarily. Knowing that advanced destroyers are being planted by
staunch loyalists who plan to kill all rebel earthen ships, John's forces are not holding back. The resulting battle is short and brutal, and neither side offers mercy until it's all over. Godzilla Threshold: Lyta doesn't want to do a deep scan on Garibaldi to try to break through the P12 blocks because it could eventually cause him permanent brain damage or kill him. Garibaldi points out that if he doesn't try, the
Resistance will kill him anyway. Garibaldi: Headache, I can live with. I don't think I'll get over it anytime soon when I'm dead. He's back: a scene in which Garibaldi begins arguing over water, saying Lyta is a better liar than Stephen. Mr. Garibaldi, how we missed you. (Stephen's sip, by the way) I am X, son of Y: As she faces advanced destroyers, Ivanova presents himself as the daughter of Andrei and Sofie
Ivanov. I like those odds: John's reason for the White Stars to stand their best chance against advanced destroyers, and she decides it's good enough for her. Final request: Ivanova demands that Sheridan command the final battles of Agamemnon as a favor to her. The last thing you've ever seen: John tells it to the leader of advanced destroyers. And he's right. Big ham: Ivanova badass boast. The JMS
would later declare that he had written this speech for her as something that would completely exclude the opposing commander from his game and give John a psychological advantage. Like Brother and Sister: This episode brings home more than any other how much John Sheridan and Susan Ivanova love each other. Mind rape: Sheridan interrogators resorted to drugs and virtual reality to try to find
Sheridan to say he was corrupted by aliens, but he still resists thanks to Vorlons touching him. Lyta also disables the guard by projecting pain into his mind. Mission from God: John claims God sent her to hit Clark loyalists sorry All the way to Earth. Don't joke. Neutral no longer: Different alien governments decide to stop simply providing official verbal support to sheridan's rebellion and start providing real
military support. Playing both sides: An officer aboard an Earthforce ship captured by Sheridan's forces warns Ivanova that some of the defectors who joined Sheridan's fleet were doing so, if they were not fake defectors for starters. Reunion Kiss: Sheridan and Delenn, back together for the first time since Line of Communication. Self-denial: When Garibaldi tries to tell the guardian how he was on the news,
the guard has the most perfect description of television ever staged on a TV show. I don't watch TV. It's a cultural wasteland full of inappropriate metaphors and an unrealistic portrayal of life, created by liberal elite media. Garibaldi: I couldn't agree more. Dr. Stephens? Franklin: Absolutely. Sophisticated as hell: Ivan's Badass Boast includes a posse right-hand revenge followed by kick your sorry ass.
Slasher Smile: Smile seen on The Examiner! Franklin's face is pretty disturbing. Still wearing old colors: Franklin and Garibaldi don The EarthForce uniforms they haven't worn in a year and a half, to infiltrate the facility where Sheridan is located. Garibaldi probably stole his from one of the guards he took down, but Franklin most likely had to get his from the Resistance or brought it with him from B5. Take a
moment to capture your death: The White Star is badly damaged, but John's squadron is victorious in destroying advanced Omegas. As Marcus reads the damage report, including the systems that allow the ship to maneuver, Susan looks up to see a large piece of debris heading straight for them. All she can do is protect her face with her hand before the debris ploughs straight into her White Star. She
survived, but was also badly wounded in a coma. Marcus is carrying her to escape floor before the ship explodes. There Is No Kill Like Overkill: When a fight break about between Sheridan's rescuers and the guards, Sheridan shoots a guard several times who is aleady down - and quite possibly dead already - several times. When Garibaldi, Lyta and Franklin try to gain access to the cell Sheridan is in to
save him, Garibaldi uses the fact that he was a recent hero of the Clark regime for handing Sheridan over, to gain the trust of the guards. He asks them, don't you watch TV? (don't you recognize me), to which one of the guards responds in a kind of programmed, deadpan-rote way, as if he's just reciting a line of propaganda drilled into him instead of getting to this on his own: I don't watch TV. It is a cultural
wasteland filled with inappropriate metaphors and an unrealistic portrayal of life created by the liberal media elite. The trap is the only option: Ivanova found out about the planned ambush and decided to take the White Stars and she head to the front of the main force. Her primary goal is to destroy the Advanced Destroyers before they have a chance to attack earthforce ships in her fleet. Trauma-induced
Amnesa: Sheridan has a hard time remembering things so far: Michael, I wanted to kick you in the buttocks for something... But I can't remember what it was. Welcome back, traitors: Garibaldi is trying to come into contact with Mars' resistance with predictable results, and he needs to pug Lytu to scan it before they give it a chance. Chance.
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